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Introduction 

 

– Contact Energy have several separators undergoing first inspection. 

– Variety of vessel manufacturers with different designs and the vessels installed 

in different geothermal fields. 

– Post commissioning it was apparent that all main inlet nozzles are subject to 

relatively high frequency vibration loads. 

– Purpose of the analysis brief was to determine critical crack sizes for the 

inspection authority to allow an “on the spot” FFS assessment if cracks were 

discovered during the inspections 

– Decisions 

– Cracks benign 

– Immediate Repair Required 

– Cracks to be repaired at future planned shutdown 

– Cracks to be re-inspected during future shutdowns 

 



Typical Separator 

 

 



Typical Separator 

 

 



Tri-axial Accelerometer 



Inherent difficulties 

 

– There was some current vibration data but measured well away from the nozzle 

– More data requested close to the inlet nozzle flange. 

– Displacement measured in 3 orthogonal directions for 1 hour 

– Later realised this does little to define the load causing the measured 

displacements. 

– Possible scenarios are upstream loads at tees and elbows or slugs impacting on 

vessel. 

– Most existing FEA models required modification to make suitable for this 

analysis. 

– Some separators did not have pipestress models which had to then be 

developed 

– Analysis and reports to be done prior to inspections (time constraints) 

 



– Data analysis 

 

– Determined frequency content – some correlation with natural frequencies of 

system. 

– Checked if time duration sufficient by comparing two halves of data 

– Effect of binning compared with “no binning” 

– Some surprising data on Te Mihi units – very large displacements on one unit– 

identified as probably caused by slug of water hitting side of lemniscate wall  



- Large event at 1700 seconds – Causes ½ of all damage 



- Large event detail – in phase suggesting the driving cause 



After the event – back to normal, fundamental indicated in transverse trace 

Scale 20 times previous slide 



– Conversion of Displacements to Stresses around the Nozzles 

 

– Unless the actual load application point is known, stresses cannot be 

determined from an applied displacement (or displacement plus rotation) 

– Displacements and rotations have to be known at the boundaries of the area of 

interest and also the loads in the area need to be known. 

– Loads due to an enforced displacement are dependent on the system stiffness 

including that of the attached piping. 

– Stiffness of piping determined from the AutoPIPE model using a stiffness matrix 

approach. 

– Effective stiffness matrix of piping upstream of FEA model included by using a 

connector element with all stiffness matrix terms included (procedure verified on 

test models) 

– Three different loading locations used (to allow for lack of knowledge of 

application point) to give unit displacements (with associated rotations)  in each 

of the 3 orthogonal direction at the measurement point. 

– Stresses could then be linearly scaled to get stress amplitudes in regions of 

interest due to the measured displacement.  



– FEA models 

 

– Relatively fine mesh in regions around the nozzle. 

– Shell element models with all the inherent limitations in the region of the welds 

(plate junctions) 

– Models extended by including some piping upstream of nozzles modelled with 

shell elements and the model terminated with an appropriate stiffness matrix 

element. 

– 19 locations around the nozzles chosen and stress paths defined perpendicular 

to the plates using local coordinate systems 

– Underlying stress due to internal pressure and nozzle loads extracted for Failure 

Assessment Diagram (FAD) 

– Stress amplitudes due to vibrations extracted for crack growth studies  

– Stresses extracted using various interpolation procedures. 

– Stress variation through the plate thickness at each location determined using 

the membrane and upper and lower surface stresses 

  



Typical Separator showing plate thickness with nozzle extended 

 

 



Typical Separator showing global FEA mesh 

 

 



Typical Separator showing zoomed in  FEA mesh 

 

 



Operating von Mises stress (MPa) for a separator 

 

 



Typical Separator showing location of paths for stress extraction 

 

 



Typical Separator showing path where stresses extracted 

 

 



Typical Separator showing stress variation in region of weld due to 

measured displacements 

 

 



– Critical Crack Size FFS assessment 

 

– Underlying stress distribution determined from internal pressure and nozzle 

loads 

– Stresses at the 19 locations (more on other vessels) used to calculate the critical 

crack size at that location using code based stress intensity and reference stress 

solutions to produce Failure Assessment Diagrams (FADs). 

– Determine failure either by rapid crack propagation or failure of remaining 

ligament 

– Considered surface breaking on inside and outside surfaces 

– Also embedded located at ¼, ½ and ¾ through 

– Crack lengths 2 x thick and 500mm (long but not infinite for surface, infinite for 

embedded). 

– Above information then formed basis of crack growth study. 

– Cracks described in terms of overall dimensions, rather than ellipse measure. 



– Crack Growth Study 

 

– Used a Paris law – essentially looking crack growth due to the change in stress 

intensity caused by time varying loads. 

– Took lower bound stress intensity as per the code of 2 MPa√m. 

– Critical question to answer was, given a crack length and depth below surface 

and crack growth rate, what did the crack size need to be such that after 2 years 

and 30 years growth, it reached the critical size determined by FAD limit. 

– Crack growth rate was adjusted as crack geometry developed. 

– Used an approximate curve fitting procedure for Paris law for different values of 

stress intensity – greatly sped up growth study with little loss of accuracy. 

– Thus at each designated location around the nozzle/shell/pad locations 

determine a crack size for embedded or surface cracks that would allow an 

inspector during an NDT which found a crack at some location to be able to 

decide if it needed to be repaired immediately (failed FFS) or needed to be 

repaired within 2 years or could be ignored as benign. 



– Numerical Difficulties 

 

– There are rules covering whether a crack is treated as embedded or surface 

breaking 

– Thus during a crack growth study where the crack could grow in depth upwards 

or downwards, a crack could suddenly jump from embedded to surface breaking 

and thus required different analytic equations. 

– Literally 1000’s of critical crack sizes developed and thus computationally 

difficult. 

– Often for relatively large crack growth rates time step had to be small to capture 

the growth leading to long computational times. 

– Software logic difficult, often with many branches in producing a solution 

 



Typical Crack Depth Limit showing effect of re-characterisation to surface 



Typical Separator showing surface crack growth to failure 

 

 



Typical Separator showing FAD with surface crack growth to failure 

 

 



– Documented Results 

 

– Comprehensive table of allowable crack sizes for each of the 3 assumed 

location points 

– Summary for vessel highlighting results. 



Table showing crack growth over 2 years for 3 separators 

 

 



Table showing maximum crack sizes for the criteria 

(small crack sizes still of interest in red) 

 

 



– Conclusions 

 

– Probably at least 5 times the effort initially envisaged – aged all involved about 

10 years! 

– Results have been used in the recent inspections working with the client and 

inspection authority. 

– Have developed a procedure that can be used in the future 

– Need to come up with a better way of getting measurement data to allow a more 

accurate assessment of stress and strain variation – perhaps the basis of some 

research work involving strain gauging once a methodology has been posited 

and tested numerically. 



Questions? 


